
ROTO-LIFT next generation lift Tv-Lift

RF control

4-way RF remote included

Advanced rotation mechanism

VESA
200-600

Easy
stroke

adjustment

Motor
protection

5 years
warranty

Specification Characteristics

Product ID - Swivels 270° left and 90° Right after rising to 
adjusted  height 

- Unique, Patented weighting safety system makes 
the lift  safer than any standard requirements 

- Top and Down position can be determined easily 
from the setup mode 

- 10 Watt brushless DC motor for swivel with 
patented built-in clutch prevents doing damage 
to any obstacles  

- Control box equipped in a socket used for 
powering the TV 

- Power Guard Feature will cut off  the power if any 
user tries do hide an active TV 

- Universal TV Bracket, suitable for all screens with 
VESA standards from 400 to 600 and 
everything in between

- 24V Electric motor with Overheat protection 

- Available with all commonly used plugs 
in 230 and 120 Volt

- Smooth aesthetic look of anodized aluminum and 
black matte powder coated steel 

- Supplied with pre-programmed 4-way SABAJ 
RF-Remote 

- Compatible with optional automatic lid - 
the AUTOLID

- Easy set-up and installation

- Instructional movies, CAD and PDF drawings 
available for download 

Lifting height 720mm 28” 840mm 33” 950mm 38”

left-270°, right-90°

Lifting speed

Max. load

Angle of rotation

20mm/s

30kg (65lb) 50kg (110lb) 60kg (130lb)

Power suply 115V/230V

Control RF remote

Warranty 5 years

Rotation speed

Safety system

1.5rpm

Automatic weight system
Power 

consumption 80W

K-1ROTOLIFT K-2ROTOLIFT K-3ROTOLIFT

Cable
management

RJ45
socket
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compatible 
accesories 
on page 34

Available plugs B, F, G, I, J, M 



Tv-Lift

Characteristics

- Swivels 270° left and 90° Right after rising to 
adjusted  height 

- Unique, Patented weighting safety system makes 
the lift  safer than any standard requirements 

- Top and Down position can be determined easily 
from the setup mode 

- 10 Watt brushless DC motor for swivel with 
patented built-in clutch prevents doing damage 
to any obstacles  

- Control box equipped in a socket used for 
powering the TV 

- Power Guard Feature will cut off  the power if any 
user tries do hide an active TV 

- Universal TV Bracket, suitable for all screens with 
VESA standards from 400 to 600 and 
everything in between

- 24V Electric motor with Overheat protection 

- Available with all commonly used plugs 
in 230 and 120 Volt

- Smooth aesthetic look of anodized aluminum and 
black matte powder coated steel 

- Supplied with pre-programmed 4-way SABAJ 
RF-Remote 

- Compatible with optional automatic lid - 
the AUTOLID

- Easy set-up and installation

- Instructional movies, CAD and PDF drawings 
available for download 

ROTO-LIFT
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Dimensions [mm]

Measure

A 702 816 881

508 658 658

112 112 112

700 814 879

100-460 100-610 100-610

530 600 700
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AUTOLID Tv-Liftoptional for Roto-Lift

Specification

Product ID

Max. lid weight 5kg (11lb)

Furniture width
(adjustment) 1340-1380mm

Power suply 24V (from control box)

Min. furniture height 870mm (recommended)

Lifting speed 4cm/s
Power 

consumption 12W (from control box)

AUTOLID

The flap opens at
an angle of 90 degrees

Safe and smooth
opening/closing of the lid
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Characteristics

- Automatic lid option designed, but not limited to the 
Rotolift series 

- Built-in clutch prevents doing damage to 
any obstacles 

- Requires a professional to install 

- Works coherently with lifting mechanisms thanks 
to pre-designed control box

- Smooth and fast movement thanks to 20W 
brushless electric motor

- Capable of lifting lids up to 4 kg

- One size fits all 


